NEW SPECIALTY SURVIVAL COURSE:
with Mykel & Ruth Hawke

COUPLES SURVIVAL WEEKEND
If you have ever wanted to learn the best practical survival skills from those who
know and practice it in the real world, now is your chance!
MYKEL & RUTH HAWKE, stars of Travel Channel's LOST SURVIVORS, will be the
actual instructors of this course.
If you are local or can travel to Texas in March, take advantage as there may
not be another opportunity for another year!
LIMITED TIME- 1 Month, LIMITED SPACES- 10 Slots max, Near San Antonio, TEXAS
Questions
WHO

Answers
Mykel & Ruth

WHAT

Couples

WHEN

07-09 MAR 2014

WHERE

Double B Ranch

Additional Information
The Hawkes will teach all the basics of survival for a Couple or Family in
one weekend course that will provide a foundation of skills you can
build on the rest of your life. If you only take one proper course on
survival in your life, this is the one to take.
You may bring children but this is discouraged and parents assume ALL
risks and responsibilities. This is a beginner level course for general
survival familiarization, basic skills development, practice & planning.
This is meant to be a fun course, there will be no yelling or screaming
like the military, the course itself and survival alone are hard enough.
This is a short fuse notice due to additional time available before
filming and may not be available again for another filming year.
The Double B Ranch has a lovely lodge and each couple gets a room for
Friday night included and they can opt (For another $100) to stay
Sunday night to recover before traveling as this is highly recommended
for safety. A dinner meal is provided Friday night, Saturday morning
and Sunday evening. Saturday night is in the field in the shelter you
make. See site for more:
http://www.doublebresort.net/ doublebresort@gmail.com
148 Harrell Rd. , Harper , TX , 78631, Phone 830.990.9500 (Closest Airport is San Antonio)

HOW LONG

Weekend

This is a weekend course for couples (married or dating) or 2 person
friendship teams- only legal off-spring over 10 years old may attend
and share room with their parents but this is highly discouraged.
Plan to arrive Friday afternoon, conduct classroom until late at night,
arise early and move to field location to conduct hand on practice.
NOTE: We use the honor system, but we will do a general inspection to
ensure minimal advantages while in the field. THE ONLY THING
ALLOWED OTHER THAN WHAT WE PROVIDE AND THE CLOTHES YOU

HOW MUCH

EQUIPMENT

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

$1K per COUPLE

WEAR, ARE MEDICAL ITEMS FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY.
NOTE: We work with any and every disability and fitness level but a full
medical insurance waiver must be signed by all participants before
training, without fail. No refunds for waiver refusals. Waivers are
available on line to down load, read, sign.
This includes the room and meals listed, must be paid in full in advance
and is mostly non-refundable. We may not offer another class so
missing this, for any reason, will preclude the option to postpone to
another class, so be sure to arrive alive ready to survive and thrive!
We will provide a basic kit for safety measures only. It is STRONGLY
Discouraged to use the kit and instead we ENCOURAGE as much as
possible to be self-sustaining off the land.
ITEMS PROVIDED: Pack with items, Canteen, Cup, Knife, Spoon, Book,
Whistle, Mag Bar, Flashlight, Radio, Strobe light, poncho, liner, water
tablets, hammock, cravat, and mini-survival kit, blizzard blanket.
ITEMS RECOMMENDED: (These should be pre-purchased before
arriving and may not be for sale during the course)
Hawke Survival Manual (Larger one, not handbook or mini-kit)
Hawke Tools- Fixed Blade, Folding Blade, Hawke-chete, or HASP.
Any are good but we recommend only one tool per person.
IT is encouraged that all these items provided be purchased and owned
by the student prior to coming as a matter of practice to have and own
a good basic survival kit for themselves and to get familiar with its
contents and uses.

Payments must be made in full to reserve seat in class ($1000 per Couple)
Make payments online here: https://squareup.com/market/mykel-hawke-inc/course
Refunds of 90% if we cancel only because we incur some costs on the reservations
And refunds of only 50% if you cancel for same reason of our costs & no refund for no show.
All applicants must sign medical insurance waivers before attending, no exceptions.
These are first run classes and may not be repeated later.
These are short fuse classes to take advantage of off time, and may not be offered later.

